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Q1 - A small group of faculty and staff was recently tasked with writing a new mission

statement for the college. This group spent a great deal of time working on a concise

statement that reflects our purpose and values, and drafted four potential options. We are

very interested in student opinions about this effort, please take a moment and vote on the

statement that you like best. This is a one question survey, please click directly on your

preferred statement to make your selection.



1. The mission of
Western is to begin

aligning students’
passions with

careers. Through
innovative

educational
environments,

opportunities, and
grit we aim to

inspire the next
generation of

visionaries to lead
us into the future.
2. The mission of

Western is to
educate, produce

graduates, and
improve lives. We

source our education
from current

practices and our
local southwest

Wyoming economy
partners, to support

our communities and
creating meaningful

relationships with
those around us. We

are committed to
lifelong learning and
pairing passion with

purpose.

3. Western is an
innovative public

community college
aimed at empowering,

educating, and
improving our

students, employees,
community and

environment. Our
focus is to inspire

the next generation
of visionaries by

using Wyoming grit
and individual

development in a
diverse array of

learning and flexible
services. Western is

where passion meets
purpose.

4. The mission of
Western is to educate

and produce graduates
while raising the
educational bar,

inspiring the next
generation of

visionaries, and
stimulating the

southwest Wyoming
economy. We view

ourselves as partners
with our students,

our employees, our
community, and our

environment. Western
is where passion and

purpose come
together
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A small group of faculty and staff was recently tasked with
writing a new mission statement for the college. This group spent
a great deal of time working on a concise statement that reflects

our purpose and values, and drafted four potential options. We
are very interested in student opinions about this effort, please

take a moment and vote on the statement that you like best. This
is a one question survey, please click directly on your preferred

statement to make your selection.
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1
1. The mission of Western is to begin aligning students’ passions with careers. Through innovative educational environments,
opportunities, and grit we aim to inspire the next generation of visionaries to lead us into the future.

31.47% 45
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2
2. The mission of Western is to educate, produce graduates, and improve lives. We source our education from current practices and
our local southwest Wyoming economy partners, to support our communities and creating meaningful relationships with those
around us. We are committed to lifelong learning and pairing passion with purpose.

12.59% 18

3
3. Western is an innovative public community college aimed at empowering, educating, and improving our students, employees,
community and environment. Our focus is to inspire the next generation of visionaries by using Wyoming grit and individual
development in a diverse array of learning and flexible services. Western is where passion meets purpose.

37.76% 54

4
4. The mission of Western is to educate and produce graduates while raising the educational bar, inspiring the next generation of
visionaries, and stimulating the southwest Wyoming economy. We view ourselves as partners with our students, our employees, our
community, and our environment. Western is where passion and purpose come together.

18.18% 26
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